54 DRINKING JENGA CHALLENGES
Code on Block

Challenge description

Arm Wrestle

You must arm wrestle the player to
your right. Whoever loses takes a drink

Butts

Award a drink to the player with a sexy
butt

Blind Fold

Have another turn. Take another block
with your eyes closed

Swap the Top

Change tops with another player

Sexy Selfie

Send a sexy selfie to someone – not in
the room

Lap Dance

Do the best lap dance to the player of
your choice

Whistle

Whistle the song - New York New York for
30 seconds

Code on Block

Challenge description

Body guard

Pick a player. For the remainder of the
game, they must drink every time you are
made to drink

Dicks

All the guys take a drink

Chicks

All the girls take a drink

I’m Greedy

Have another turn

I’m Odd

Have another turn using your other hand

Unsure

Take another block and put it back

Alcoholic

Finish off your drink

Foot Massage

Give the player to your left the best foot
massage – make it a good one

Spin the Bottle

Kiss whomever the bottle points to.

Strip 1

Remove 1 piece of clothing

Spelling Test

Spell the play to you rights name
backwards. Get it wrong and drink 2

90’s Bands

Name 3 90’s Bands or drink 3
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Code on Block
No Blinking

Challenge description
Choose a player and challenge them to a
stare contest. The player who blinks first
drinks 2

Bipolar

Insult the player to your left, then
compliment the player to your right

Selfish

Choose any player to drink 2

Accent

Speak with a Scottish accent for the rest of
the game

Beer Wench

Fletch drinks for every player for remainder
of the game

Switch Hands

Pick a player to play with their opposite
hand for the rest of the game

Drinking Partner

Choose a player that has to drink every time
you do for the rest of the game

I’m Thirsty

Finish your drink, plus finish the drinks of
the player to your left and right

Gary Coleman

The shortest player to drink 4 drinks and
then give 4 drinks

Double Play

Player to your left to drink double what you
drink for the rest of the game

Mirror Mirror

Swap Drinks with player opposite you

Casanova

Kiss the player on the left
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Code on Block

Challenge description

All eyes

Players with glasses take a drink

Text your Ex

Send a text to your ex girl or boyfriend

Elvis

Do your best Elvis impression

Young Buck

The youngest player drink 2

Old Fart

The oldest player drink 2

Old Fart

The oldest player drink 2

Who’s Single

Any player not in a relationship drink 3

Strip 2

You take off 1 article of clothing and choose
another player to take of 1 article of clothing

I’m anti-social

You must not drink or talk for 5 minutes

Giant

Tallest player to take 1 drink

Whale

Do an incredible impression of a beached
whale

Deodorant test

Smell the player to your right armpit

Lap it up

Do your best lap dance to the player on the
left
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Code on Block

Challenge description

Name game

Take a drink for as many letters that are in
your last name

Hands Up

Last player to put their hands in the air
drinks

Tricky

Take another block while drinking

Thriller

Do your best Thriller dance moves

Name that Beer

In 15 seconds’ name 10 brands of beer or
drink 3

Kings Cup

Every player to pour drinks into 1 cup drink

Throw the block

throw the block to any player, if they drop it
drink 3

Under Pressure

Drink 1 drink for every player at the game
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